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The European Gypsy moth, Lymantria dispar (L. dispar), is one of the world’s most
devastating forestry pests, feeding on more than 500 different species of plants. Since
1924 L. dispar have defoliated more than 34x106 hectares of forest in the United States
alone and is now the only forest pest under Federal Domestic Quarantine. L. dispar
have invaded regions of Canada and are currently established within 50% of Nova
Scotia, including the Annapolis Valley. This area is now part of a Canadian Food
Inspection Agency quarantine zone, which places Acadia University a unique venue to
study L. dispar without restrictions. Female L. dispar are flightless and therefore rely
heavily on chemical signals to attract males for mating. This makes L. dispar mating
especially susceptible to location disruption of females using pheromones as a control
agent. However, (+) disparlure ((+) D), L. dispar’s pheromone, has an enantiomer (-)
disparlure ((-) D) that is the primary component of the nun moth’s (Lymantria monacha)
pheromone. L. monacha is a sympatric species over much of the L. dispar distribution
range. L. dispar males are deterred by too high a concentration of (-) D in female L.
monacha pheromone, thus preventing interbreeding mistakes in the wild. In L. dispar
there are two olfactory neurons in every pheromone-sensitive sensillum; one neuron
responds to (+) D and the other to (-) D. The objective of this study was to measure the
responses of olfactory receptor neurons to ratiometric blends of (+) D and (-) D via
single sensillum recording to determine any inhibitory activity between these neurons
through extracellular electric fields called ephaptic communication. Another objective
was to examine if such an inhibitory effect of –D was modulated in a higher part of the
insect brain, by imaging the antennal lobes, in both male and female L. dispar. Single
sensillum recording suggested that there was some degree of inhibition of (+) D
neurons at higher concentrations of (-) D. There were also synergistic responses from
the (+) D neurons with blends that included a lower concentration of (-) D suggesting
that the neurons may be more generalists and respond to both (+) D and (-) D. In
contrast, there was little response from (-) D neurons when stimulated with (+) D and a
greater response when stimulated with (-) D, suggesting that this neuron acted as a
modulator and inhibited responses from (+) D neurons.
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